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ABSOLUTELY what we do
A FREE LUxURY MONTHLY MAGAZINE! Through lively articles and groundbreaking imagery,  
Absolute Magazine tells the story of one of the most distinguished and vibrant cities in the UK, renowned for its 
outstanding culture, cuisine, business, shopping and nationally acclaimed services. It also takes in key locations in 
the surrounding areas of Sussex.

Absolute’s striking front covers ensure clients and readers alike are proud to display Absolute FOR FREE on 
their coffee tables or in their shops, thus ensuring advertisers are exposed to potential customers for a far greater 
period compared to other “flick through” publications.

Absolute is a FREELY DISTRIBUTED monthly publication with a lifestyle side and a home, interiors and 
business section.  It is not only highly regarded by the general public, but is also considered one of the best 
advertising platforms in Brighton and Sussex.

Here’s what our advertisers have to say...

“We are delighted to work with the team at Absolute and feel the magazine fits well with our 
image and brand. We receive an excellent service from the Absolute team, who work hard to 

ensure that the coverage of the hotel is varied and interesting. We were also very proud to host 
the Absolute advertisers’ party which was a huge success.”

Andrew Mosley, General Manager, The Grand Brighton

“Working with Absolute magazine is a seamless and enjoyable process. They’re always on 
hand to offer creative ideas when our minds hit the proverbial wall, and deliver consistently 

month after month.”
Laura Barnes, Sales & Events Manager, Hotel Du Vin

“Absolute Magazine has proven to be a very important asset in the marketing of our 
restaurant to Brighton and beyond. Their team takes the time to understand our position in 
the marketplace, which manifests into really well designed adverts and great editorial. I look 

forward to our continued relationship.”
Sue Addis, Managing Director, Donatello Group

“Hurstpierpoint College has been advertising with Absolute Magazine for a number of years and 
more recently with the new Absolute Business Magazine;  both are high quality publications that 
reach our local target audience, building awareness of our brand and our educational provision 

to parents of children aged 4 – 18 years.”
Caroline Bates, Head of Marketing, Hurstpierpoint Colllege



As a FREELY
DISTRIBUTED 
Sussex publication, 
we are proud to 
successfully build and 
maintain an excellent 
relationship with all 
of our clients.

0870 005 2211
editorial@absolutemagazine.co.uk
www.absolutemagazine.co.uk



Absolute Magazine is published FREE monthly, and distributed throughout 
Brighton & Hove and carefully chosen relevant areas throughout the whole of Sussex.

ADVErtiSinG rAtES
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12 Month Package:
To include 12 full pages 
plus 4 pages of editorial coverage.

6 Month Package:
To include 6 full pages 
plus 2 page of editorial coverage.

Ask us about our exciting advertising/editorial package deals. We offer a bespoke marketing 
service and can advise you how we can cover your launch and special events.

PRINT WeBSITe ONLINe FACeBOOK TWITTeR

36,000
Monthly readers

7,601
Monthly unique visitors

400
Monthly unique readers

7,727
Followers

6,330
Followers



92% of readers would read Absolute again.

79% of advertisers received responses directly from advertising within Absolute.

42% of Absolute advertisers have advertised within the title for 4 years or more.

90% of Absolute Magazine advertisers place adverts for 5 months or more each year.



Distribution
Distributed to high footfall and prestigious locations in addition to businesses, including all regional estate agents 
throughout Brighton, Hove and a carefully chosen prestigious selection of locations throughout Sussex.
 
Absolute’s distribution continues to grow and now incorporates direct mailing to some of the region’s most sought 
after areas, so advertisers can be assured of optimum exposure.

65%35% our DEMoGrAPHiC
Absolute magazine attracts discerning readers with an eye on the fine 
things in life such as dining out, beautiful fashion, incisive editorial 
and stunning interiors features. Professional AB1s, they also have a 
vested interest in business and property, as well as a love of quality 
motoring.

tECHniCAl sPECiFiCAtion
Artwork Size:

ARTWORK SUBMISSION:

Preferably Adobe Acrobat PDF - Press Ready / High Resolution with fonts embedded.
Include crop marks and 3mm bleed if applicable (applies to DPS and Full page only).
Other formats acceptable are - eps, Jpg or Tiff files. Resolution minimum 300dpi in CMYK colour mode.

Copy Deadline: 15 days preceding publication date.

Cancellation Deadline: In writing by 11am, 56 working days proceeding publication date.

Double 
Page 

spread

Full
Page

Half 
Page
Vertical

Half 
Page
Horizontal

Quarter 
Page

Double page spread Dimensions
Bleed 426mm x 303mm
Trim 420mm x 297mm

Full page Dimensions
Bleed 216mm x 303mm
Trim 210mm x 297mm

Half page sizes Dimensions
1/2 Horizontal 210mm x 148mm
1/2 Vertical 105mm x 297mm

Quarter page sizes Dimensions
1/2 Vertical 105mm x 148mm



0870 005 2211
editorial@absolutemagazine.co.uk
www.absolutemagazine.co.uk

Living The Dream
The Grand’s Executive Chef Alan White talks to Daniel White about life at GB1
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Photography by Olly Hearsey.
lionworksstudios.co.uk
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& 
Sussex Wedding

George
Lindsay’s

Wedding Planner: Mazelino Designs
Photographer: M.Buchanan Photography

Assistant Photographer: Simon Lee
Dress: Maggie Sottero

Shoes: Gina
Welcome Band: FB Pocket Orchestra

Evening Band: Go Comando
Car: Finest Wedding Cars
Flowers: Mazelino Designs

Men’s Suits: Moss Bros
Church: Sacred Heart Catholic Church

Hair: Jeanyves Aubin from Uber
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Sweet Dreams
Enjoy a touch of cool class in your bedroom with a white antique AW14 interiors trend
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This month, Treatment Rooms owner Clare Rogers is…

MINDING HER 
OWN BUSINESS
Photos: Julia Claxton
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Bring a sultry theme to your interiors with these tropical touches

1.

3.

4.

5.
6.

1. Tropical Bird Cushion £29.50, Alison at Home 2. Thai Lime & Mango scented candle £8.50, www.kiss-air.com 3. Handmade Flamingo 
Lampshade £36, www.hunkydoryhome.co.uk 4. Xian Orchid Rug £179, www.kelaty.com 5. Tiger Lilly Black Ready to hang Art £75, www.
palmvalley.co.uk 6. Bali Bamboo Chandelier £495, www.alexanderandpearl.co.uk 7. Palm Tree Chair £749, www.DigetexHOME.co.uk 
8. Golden Bamboo drinks trolley £195, Oliver Bonas 9. Tropical Fish wall hanging in Berry Red £50, www.berryred.co.uk 10. Toucan 
Wallpaper Panels £40, www.DigetexHOME.co.uk 11. Set of Two Tropical Birdcages £95, www.dotcomgiftshop.com
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How did you get in to cooking? 
The first TV programme I ever saw on Channel 
4 was called ‘Take Six Cooks’ and it was all the 
serious, old-fashioned chefs and there was no 
silliness, it was a proper cooking programme.  
Seeing professional chefs do that sort of thing 
was really the inspiration that kicked it all off.

Where did you train?  
I went to college in Nuneaton, which is in 
Warwickshire.

What was the most valuable lesson you 
learnt?  
To listen. To listen and get it right, first time.

How does working at The Grand compare 
to previous jobs? 
When I started at college in Warwickshire 
I actually did my work experience at St 
Catherine’s Lodge in Hove, which was a hotel 
in 1985. I used to come back from a night out, 
after a few sherbets, and look at The Grand 
and think ‘I’ll be the chef there one day’. So 
it’s ticked one of my career boxes but having 
achieved that it’s been really good having full 

command of what that restaurant needed to 
be.  Specifically, the food; how it was going to 
look, the concept and the fine detail like what 
we were going to serve dishes on etc… It’s 
a valuable chance to learn about how to put 
together and develop a restaurant and more 
importantly what needs to be delivered for it 
to be successful.

So was it like fulfilling a dream working at 
The Grand?  
Yeah it’s a dream completed, so it’s like living 
the dream now. 

What would you say has been your best 
culinary idea? 
We did a dish for a competition the other day 
which was a beetroot ice cream and that’s 
gone down really well.

Do you have a favourite Christmas dish? 
We do a turkey ballotine where we stuff the 
turkey legs, which is nice because you’ve got 
the meat and stuffing, parma ham, spinach and 
cranberry.

Do you use a lot of local produce in your 
food? 
Yeah we try to source all our ingredients as 
locally as we can, all our fish is local and we also 
have a local veg supplier. The quality of fish is 
obviously important, so we get it from the fish 
stand down by Hove Lagoon. 

What is the one tool you can’t do without 
in the kitchen? 
A spoon, for tasting things. To be able to taste 
what everyone is cooking and make sure it 
tastes right is one of the most important things. 

If you could give three tips to budding 
chefs what would they be? 
“One is definitely to learn your trade, 
concentrate on what you’re being taught 
and apply it. Another is to have a set goal, for 
example, if you want to work in five star hotels 
make sure that’s what you achieve, have a focus 
on that goal. The final one would be to make 
sure you taste everything.

www.devere-hotels.co.uk/thegrand
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G eorge proposed to me at Sunset 
in Dubai on the beach.  It was so 
romantic and a total surprise. He 

was living there at the time and had every little 
detail planned. I’ll never forget the sign next 
to our beach Cabana that read, ‘By the sea I 
pledge my love to thee’.
Following that we decided to plan our wedding 
for September. This gave us less than a year 
to plan, but we knew what we wanted and 
wanted to do things within our budget of 
£8,000 or less. Power of negotiation and 
spending time researching were key.
The ceremony was our most important 
aspect. The Sacred Heart Catholic Church in 
Hove was our first options as we are both 
Catholic and living in Hove. Our ceremony was 
simply incredibly. When we woke up it was a 
miserable wet, grey day, but inside the church it 
was bright and beautiful. Just as we were signing 
the register the sun shone through the stunning 
stained glass into the alter. Magical moment!!!
Finding a venue initially was tough. We both 

wanted a very British Summer garden party 
style wedding with a vintage feel. Elegant and 
not too contrived with everything matching 
perfectly. Relaxed and as we are both of Irish 
decent a celebration that allowed us to kick 
our heels up.
After driving all over Kent and Sussex we 
stumbled upon Tottington a Manor in Edburton. 
We knew instantly that this venue was perfect. 
The relaxed atmosphere, incredible staff and 
surrounded by the rolling hills and farms.
With 12 bedrooms we we’re told that we 
would have full run of the venue all day which 
made it even more special as everyone could 
relax.
My bridesmaids and I were also allowed in the 
night before and welcomed with champagne, 
so we could do last minute decoration touches 
and prepare for the following morning. With 5 
bridesmaids, a flower girl and page boy we had 
lots of fun playing music.
My hair (By Uber Hove) was a simple classic up 
style which complimented my Maggie Sottero 

wedding gown and Cathedral length lace veil 
(I felt like royalty).
Our wedding car was stunning and being a 
brave bride we drove from Hove to Edburton 
along the A23. Needless to say my hair was 
wild on arrival.
We wanted to break the ice for our 80 sit 
down guests, so we hired a cute vintage band 
called FB pocket Orchestra. They were fantastic 
and set the tone of the day whilst our guests 
had their welcome champagne and Pimms.
Our wedding planner Maryam, spent hours 
organising our flowers and table plan. As our 
them had a vintage feel we wanted our flowers 
to be soft and delicate (Maryam is probably 
best for this part).
In the evening we hired a local band called 
Go Commando. It took us months to find and 
decide on the right band and we made the 
best decision.
Everyone was up and dancing most of the 
night.... They played for all ages and created a 
fantastic atmosphere.& 
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Don’t miss our Wedding Special in the February edition of Absolute magazine. Email our Sales Executive Luke Thacker 
at luke.thacker@absolutemagazine.co.uk for more information or to find out how to advertise with us.
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1. A range of bed linen by Yves Delorme Paris 

2. Littlewoods Windsor Footstall £119 

3. The White Company Symons Armchair in White & Pebble £1295  

4. Occa Home Eichholtz Savile Row Cabinet £4840 

5. Pierre et Coco Printed Mineheart ‘cowhide’ Rug £688 

6. Swoon Editions The Camille bedroom dresser £299 

7. Kelly Hoppen Your own monogrammed robe £75 

8. Tesco Embroidered bird cushion £16 

9. Sainsbury’s Large Oval White Scroll Top Frame £10 

10. Wilko Hourglass French Lamp £20 

11. Bensons for Beds The Lancelot £499.99
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This month, Treatment Rooms owner Clare Rogers is…

MINDING HER 
OWN BUSINESS
Photos: Julia Claxton Tell us who you are and whaT 

you do I’m the owner and MD of The 
Treatment Rooms, Brighton’s largest and 
longest established beauty salon. Our 
doors first opened in 1995, and we offer 
a vast range of treatments that I have 
personally researched or developed. I was 
born in Brighton in 1963 and grew up on 
a local council estate. I went to school at 
Moulsecoomb and Falmer and then Brighton 
College of Technology, now City College, to 
study Beauty Therapy. I loved every aspect 
of it. As well as learning about treatments, 
our other classes were in making our own 
products, business studies and psychology. I 
was delighted to be honoured with a Golden 
Alumni a few years ago from the college.

whaT geTs you ouT of bed in 
The morning? Raising the standard 
of our service is an ongoing challenge for 
a perfectionist! I want the TR brand to be 
recognised not just locally but nationally. We 
have a good reputation in the industry and 
my aim is to keep that high so one day that 
can be taken further with someone wanting 
to open more salons and continue to develop 
The Treatment Range products. I see my role 
as building a platform for that to happen. 
The team of 28 staff at The Treatment 
Rooms has a good track record of longevity. 
Having a happy team is really important and 
understanding the work/life balance and 
needs of staff is something I feel we offer. I 
want the best for our clients and can only 
deliver this if I have the best from our staff.
 
whaT mighT an average day look 
like? I am usually awake before my dogs. 
I always check my diary at the beginning of 
the week and before I go to bed. I’m not one 
to sleep in and like to have my days planned. 
I can clear a few hours of admin before 9am 
as I think more clearly in the mornings. I 
don’t have a PA but enjoy the direct contact 
with suppliers, trainers and press. I copy my 
managers in on everything so they know 
what is going on - communication is key and 
I can then pass the day-to-day running over 
to them. 

  I walk my dogs every day either down on 
Brighton beach, especially if there is a low 
tide, or in the beautiful Sussex countryside. 
I observe nature and link this into how our 
skin and health are affected with the change 
of season and daily weather. This helps me 
programme treatments to link with client 
needs. I also do yoga three times a week 
to balance my mind and body and have 
monthly acupuncture to maintain some sort 
of equilibrium in a very busy work life. I try 
and separate the days where I have meetings 
from the days when I’m treating. 

whaT do you do when you’re noT 
working? My free time is spent mainly 
in the great outdoors. I love mountains and 
spend my holidays on high altitude treks 
or skiing. I’m also partial to some fine wine 
and dining, especially when experiencing 
exceptional service. 

whaT are The besT biTs of The Job?
I love seeing how my staff develop. We have 
a great track record for therapist retention 
and I like to think it’s because we are really 
supportive in developing their skills. It also 
helps that I’m a therapist myself. This goes 
hand in hand with seeing happy clients either 
less stressed than when they came in or seeing 
an improvement in their skin condition.

and The worsT? The complete opposite 
of the above. My standards are high and 
sometimes that can be too much pressure 
for some individuals. Some people thrive 
on pushing themselves to be the best they 
can and others are just happy to plod along. 
The latter doesn’t make the grade at The 
Treatment Rooms.
 
whaT seTs you aParT from The 
ComPeTiTion? I think the fact that I am 
a therapist as well as the owner, meaning I 
have a complete understanding of the needs 
of a therapist as well as the client. I’ve been in 
the industry 35 years now and have seen the 
patterns and trends. The salon itself has great 
space allowing us to have changing rooms 
for men and women and a relaxation room. 

A little more than most beauty salons but not 
the wet facilities you would get in a spa.
 
if you were queen for a day, 
whaT would you Change?
Locally I would scrap the budgeting system 
of the council and have one pot that was 
allocated to areas most needed. My priority 
would be to give a better wage to refuse 
collectors so they didn’t have to rely on 
overtime to have a decent wage. I would put 
more, and better, bins around the city and 
have extra collections (including midnight) 
during the summer, especially weekends 
and bank holidays. I would introduce on-
the-spot fines to those leaving litter.
  And more powers than a queen are needed 
for this, but I would love to see cancer gone. 
Not just cured but gone, never to enter our 
bodies again. I don’t want to see any more 
friends and family suffer the journey of 
dealing with cancer.

The Treatment Rooms
21 New Rd, Brighton BN1 1UF
01273 818444
www.thetreatmentrooms.co.uk
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“Some people thrive on pushing themselves to be the best 
they can and others are just happy to plod along. The 
latter doesn’t make the grade at The Treatment Rooms.”
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Bring a sultry theme to your interiors with these tropical touches
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What is No.32? It’s an all-encompassing restaurant, bar and late 
night venue in the heart of the city. With live music and DJs you 
can eat, drink and dance.

What style is the interior design of No.32? The interior is a 
modern interpretation of an American diner with European and 
British influences. The interior design also reflects the balance of 
our three elements by mixing old and modern; using the right 
texture and colours.

What makes No.32 special? No.32 is an all-in-one venue in which 
you get sophistication but where you can also come in for a casual 
coffee. It has the right balance of ambiance for a restaurant, bar 
and club, which I don’t think any other venue has in Brighton. 

Why have you made the change from Havana to No.32? I wanted 
to create something different and it was very difficult to use the 
Havana brand to create something more inclusive and diverse, 
which No.32 has. Havana had such a strong image of exclusiveness 
that I found it really hard to tamper with that image.  

How important was designing the right interior? It was 
incredibly important as, having created Havana with a classic 
beauty, I felt like I was in competition with myself not to create 
anything less. In a funny way, this is Havana part two. It was a 
struggle for months trying to come up with a plan when I don’t 
know how to draw; having to do it all in my head. It resulted in 
a lot of sleepless nights but I think it has been well worth it, as 
we have created something very unique for Brighton and for our 
customers. 

What challenges were involved when transforming No.32? There 
were financial challenges as well as emotional challenges. For 
example, having to get rid of the classical strong features of Havana, 
which has been there for 20 years, was tough especially considering 

Photography by www.7two9.com

DELIVERING 
DIVERSE DESIGN
Brighton’s Havana restaurant was recently transformed into the all-in-one No.32 
and Daniel White sat down with owner Ben Samandi to find out what to expect
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